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Runway Incursion United 1448 

Abbreviation: Tower (TWR) 

1. TWR: United 1448 _______________________? 
United 1448: We’re cleared of the runway, on November by Bravo, United 
1448 

TWR: United 1448, thank you, __________________________________ 

2. UsAir 2998: Ground this is UsAir 2998 ______________________ FedEx 
TWR: UsAir 2998 thank you 

3. UPS 27: Ground, UPS 27 taxi 
TWR: UPS 27 good evening, ______________________________________ 

4. UPS 27: Ok we can’t take V at this time _______________, any chance we 
can take _______________? 
TWR: UPS 27 _______________________________for now please, so 
_____________ 

UPS 27: Ok we’ll hold our position here on the ramp, over, UPS 27 

5. TWR: UsAir 1020 _______________________________________________ 
UsAir 1020: it looks like we got November for UsAir 1020  

TWR: UsAir 1020 thank you ______________________________________ 

6. TWR: FedEx 1662 _______________________________________________ 
 

7. United 1448: is on November by the runway we don’t see uh are cleared to 
cross and stay on November?  
TWR: United 1448 ______________________________________________  

8. TWR: UsAir 1020 _______________________________________________ 
November taxiing to the ramp 
UsAir 1020: ok we are looking for the other airplane 

And we are crossing November at Bravo did you want us to take A to the 
ramp? 

9. TWR: UsAir 1020 negative ________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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10.United 1448: we are approaching Kilo here…somebody just took off 
TWR: United 1448 ______________________________________________ 

United 1448: TWR this is United 1448 __________________ on a runway I 
am looking out to the right Kilo we need to go onto Kilo taxiway  

11.TWR: United 1448 you ___________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
United 1448: Ma’am we are on ___________________________ we are by 
Kilo to our right we just ____________ Kilo we did not see it  

12.TWR: FedEx 1662 _________________ 
 

13.United 1448: runway on 23L here 
TWR:  United standby please 

14.TWR: USAir 2998 ____________________________________________ 
 

15.United 1448: Ma’am __________________ that we are in an active runway 
United 1448 
TWR: 23R _____________________________________________________   

16.USAir 2998: stand clear of all runway _____________________  
 

17.TWR: everybody standby ______________________  
TWR: everybody standby 

18.TWR: UsAir 1020 _______________________________________________.  
UsAir 1020: we are on Tango for UsAir 1020 

19.United 1448: we are on _________________________, if we go straight we 
can get on Kilo and get off the runway  
TWR: United 1448 ______________________________________________ 

United 1448: roger ma’am  

20.TWR: UsAir 2998 _______________________________________________ 
UsAir 2998: TWR until we figure what’s going on down there _____________ 

TWR: UsAir 2998 roger hold short of runway 5R 
_________________________ 
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21.West Low: TWR UsAir 2998 isn’t going yet because I have a United he 
doesn’t know where the hell he is I´ll take him back and I´ll flash you when 
he is ready 

 

22.TWR: UsAir 1020 _______________________?  
UsAir 1020: we are ________________ on Tango 

23.TWR: United 1448 _____________________________________________? 
United 1448: Ma’am we are on _______ and 1______I am facing into Kilo at 
this point ________________ 23L  

TWR: ____________________________? 

United 1448: we are facing we are heading United 1448 we are facing 
approximately 200 degrees on the heading I’m looking at the window and I 
am seeing a sign that says 23L to my right and a yellow sign that says16 to 
my left and I have more signs that says Kilo ____________my left we are on 
a current … heading 200   

24.West Low: TWR stop all the traffic until advised UAL has no idea of where 
they are 

25.TWR: United 1448 ______________________________________________ 
United 1448: ok we are gonna go straight ahead we are gonna go up to Kilo 
here 

TWR: United 1448 are you ____________ runway 23L right now? 

United 1448: yes we are and we are gonna go we are on 23L we are 
currently exiting on we are coming up on Kilo  

TWR: United 1448 roger turn ______________________________________ 

United 1448: on a 150 and we are on Kilo and we are cleared of the runway 
we are approaching Kilo1 we are on Kilo  

 


